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INTRODUCTION
Hi Folks,
This week, like last week, we have four New Reviews. I‟m also including
part 3 of my Betfair article – just how accurate is Betfair?
Last week my League Table contained an error. The Killer Instinct should
have shown a 10.83% profit and should have been ranked at #10. My
apologies to our readers and to the author/supplier of The Killer Instinct.
I‟ve checked and double-checked this week‟s table – a mystery prize for
anyone who spots an error this week! OK, only joking – there is no prize.
But please do let me know if my figures have any errors in them.
This week, I‟ve also included part 3 of my article on Betfair. Parts 1 and 2
were in Newsletters #64 and #65
“The Betplan” is the star performer this week with over 120% profit in only
12 days!
We‟d like to hear from you, please contact me by e-mail via the Bloggers
Corner at rich@bettingsystemtruths.com
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New Reviews
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Tandem Lays – Introduction
25th August 2011
Inspector Magnifique – Introduces Tandem Lays
Hi Bloggers,
Some of you might have already heard the name of Derek Nadin, the man
behind Tandem Lays.
Derek is the guy who produced the ‟No.1 Lay System‟ claiming to be the
closest to the dream of having no losing bets and having an overall 96%
strike rate. ‟No. 1 Lay „ is sold either as a pdf-file or a tipping service,
costing £40 a month, if you don‟t want to be bothered with selection
process.
The system is not to be operated during months of May and June and to fill
the gap subscribers were offered a new product the Tandem Lays
selections. The Tandem Lays selections appeared to be very successful and
the vendor was asked to continue with them. Since then No. 1 selections
and Tandem Lays selections go together for the same price of £40 a
month.
Here on LTO, we are going to test both sets of selections in one single
review.
The No 1 Lay system was reviewed over on BST some while ago, and
proved inconclusive, earning a neutral rating, so let‟s see how it gets on
this time. Essentially this is a review of the Tandem Lays selections, but as
they are only available by subscribing to the No1 Lay system selection
service, we may as well review both at the same time.
Obviously, we have a laying tips service here. Maximum BSP price to lay
the Tandem Lays selections at is 20.0, so we can expect rather high
liabilities at times. Another rule is the race has to have at least 8 runners.
As a reminder, the No1 Lays have a min 10 runners, and a max odds of
17.0
No expectation of long losing runs, though when losses occur they can
damage our bank severely wiping out something like a month‟s or even
two months‟ profit.
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The selections are mailed daily including days with no bets.
I‟ll be using a safe 100 pts bank of £500 for each type of selections, betting
1 pt for each selection, i.e.:
1) 100 pts (£500) for Tandem Lays
2) 100 pts (£500) for No. 1 Lays
Selections have been monitored since last Friday the 19th August, so the
review will actually start from then.
[Click here to see Derek Nadins Tandem Lays]

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

NFL Betting System –
Introduction
24th August 2011

Inspector DJ – Introduces NFL Betting System
Hello Bloggers,
NFL Betting System is a Baseball (Major League Baseball), Basketball
(National Basketball Association) and American Football (National Football
League) selections service.
The NFL Betting System website states that the selections for the National
Football League have been 100 percent accurate for the last twenty-six
years!!
The monthly subscription fee for NFL Betting System is $150.00 per month
(approximately £97.00 per month), and additionally the manual to create
the selections for the NFL costs $99.99 (approximately £65.00), which will
also give a month‟s free access to the membership area.
Upon receipt of the selections, I will visit Oddsportal to collect the odds
available. I will only use sportsbooks that have an A or B rating at
Sportsbook Review (www.sportsbookreview.com).
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Having seen the selections from NFL Betting System for a while, some
selections of course do not win. However, there is a loss recovery plan to
recoup monies lost on those selections that do not go the way expected.
Results during the protracted period it has taken to set up this review,
some 2 months, some looked extremely encouraging!!
The baseball selections are always advised to be made without the starting
pitchers, so that the bet stands regardless, and is advised to be on the
Moneyline (a straight win bet) or the Run Line (where one team gives or
receives a 1.5 run handicap).
We will start with a bank of £1000, and results will be shown in two
formats, to one point level stakes (which will be £10 per selection) and to
advised stakes.
This review of NFL Betting System will initially last for 56 betting days, and
I expect bets to be provided on a daily basis. Depending on how the trial
goes during this period, the review may extend to 84 days.
The first results will be shown here shortly, and I look forward to seeing
how the NFL Betting System selections perform during the review.
Until the next time,

Inspector DJ – Introduces NFL Betting System
[Click here to see NFL Betting System]

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

The Horse That Should Win –
Introduction
25th august 2011

Sergeant Lucian - Introduces The Horse That
Should Win
Hi Bloggers,
May I introduce you to The Horse That Should Win, from ROGER
PURSSORD. It is a back and lay tipping service based on Roger‟s system
and can be used manually or with a bot for time saving. The bot which is
recommemded is Mybetminder, purely because this is the bot the author
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uses and therefore he KNOWS that it works. The price of The Horse That
Should Win is 99 pounds a month. This does not include the Bot.
The system formula uses only top rated horses and involves a special price
strategy.
The selection rules for The Horse That Should Win are:
1. Selections are set out on the seller page.
2. To decide whether to back, lay or leave alone refer to the chart that
defines the criteria for each course. (These criteria are constantly
monitored and adjusted in the light of more information).
3. Look at each selection and note the course it is running at and follow the
chart rules. Only bet early when you can be sure a horse will start
(BetfairSP) within its price zone.
4. The minimum field to bet in is 6 runners
5. Once you have the daily selections the method is all about prices and
their relationship to racecouses. READ ACROSS THE COLOUR CODED
TABLE. The information there tells you what to do with a selection at that
particular racecourse depending on what price range the selection falls
into.
The initial review of The Horse That Should Win will be for 56 “betting
days”, and may be extended to 84 “betting days”, depending on its
performance. The initial bank will be 1000 points and 10 point on
stake.
For this review I shall be using the Grey Horse Bot.
You can find more details about Grey Horse Bot here.
Until my next update,
[Click here to see The Horse That Should Win]
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Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

The Richard Dunwoody
Service Introduction

Racing

23rd August 2011

Sergeant Lucian - Introduces The Richard Dunwoody Racing
Service
Hi Bloggers,
I want to start with a short presentation of Richard Dunwoody, retired
three-time Champion Jockey. His father George rode and trained many
winners in his native Ireland, while his grandfather Dick Thrale also trained
at Epsom. He rode to victory Charter Party in 1988 in the Cheltenham Gold
Cup, for trainer David Nicholson. Also he won the Champion Hurdle with
Kribensis, trainer Sir Michael Stoute. Several victories he had with the
great Desert Orchid including two King George VI Chases and an Irish
Grand National. More about Richard, his achievements and his team on the
web site.
Richard Dunwoody Racing and his team offer two services and both will
be reviewed here on BST:
1. PAY AS YOU WIN
2. Champions Subscription
PAY AS YOU WIN Service is a free to join service. There are simple rules
for this service - the client first receives a text message and if they are in a
position to bet, simply respond and receive the second text message with
the betting details. For the bet accepted the client must pay the returns for
a £20 stake at the Starting Price (retain the entire stake placed). For this
service the tips are rated with 10 from 10, so maximum strength.
Champions Subscription Service is a professional tipping service from
Richard Dunwoody Racing and the newest member of the team – Steve
Simpson, three-time winner of the Coral Racing Post naps table (twice Flat
Champion and once Jumps Champion). This service come with a free bonus
– Racing‟s Best Kept Secret – Saturday Specials Service (21.5 points profit
since 17/4/2010) which is available for a limited period absolutely free to
new annual members of the Subscription Service.
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The service will provide 3 to 4 bets a week on average, selections based on
1-to-5 points staking plan, with 5 points being the very strongest. To
consistently make money from backing horses it is important that you stick
to a points-based staking system. Advice is given via Members log-in
area, free text message, pre-recorded phone message and email.
The Richard Dunwoody Saturday Specials Service will provide 2/3
Specials every weekend.
The price for the full membership to the Champions Service for 12
months is £695, 6 months £475, 3 months £275 and 1 month only
£99.
The Richard Dunwoody Racing Services will be reviewed for 12 weeks.
Starting bank for PAY AS YOU WIN Service will be 1000 points and 100
points per bet and for Champions Subscription Service the initial bank
will be 100 points and bets from 1 to 5 points.
[Click here to see The Richard Dunwoody Racing Service]
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Final Reviews
None this week
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Betfair: Truths, Lies and Statistics – Part 3
Summary of the previous two articles:
1. The consensus is that Betfair‟s prices are the most accurate
assessment of the probability of an outcome
2. On average we won‟t make a profit either backing or laying,
whatever the price on Betfair
3. - unless the odds being offered represent “value” in that they are
longer than the actual probability of the result
4. The outcome of each race or event is statistically independent of any
previous races or events.
5. Staking systems that are dependent on winning or losing “runs”
ending, are statistically flawed.
6. You can take the probability of success/failure, from this predict the
likelihood of various lengths of losing and winning runs and from this
work out a loss recovery or profit maximization strategy and alter
your stakes accordingly (See the 1st article here…)




A staking plan that “expects” maximum runs to happen and can allow
for them, will succeed
If Betfair is an accurate book of true probability, you can simply use
the Betfair market to find a Bookie that is offering longer odds than
the actual chance (Betfair price) that the horse has.
Or you can use Betfair to spot horses in the parade ring or going
down to the Start, that look good and whose probability of winning is
increasing (odds shortening). (See the 2nd article here…)

So this week I will look more closely at Betfair‟s accuracy. I am using some
fantastic research and an article written by Peter Webb and extracts are
reproduced here with Peter‟s permission.
The article addresses the question “Is the Betfair exchange “efficient”:
“Modern economic theory determines that where there is a free market in
which goods and services are freely tradable the market will, generally,
determine a market price that is "efficient".”
“On modern betting exchanges the same forces exist. The betting
exchange is simply a meeting of minds and opinions on which prices are
formed. There is no obligation to accept the offered price and users are
free to offer or accept whatever price they wish. This should lead to
efficiency…”
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Peter then goes on to present a graph of his research. It covers Betfair
prices between 1.01 and 2.0 – that is probabilities between 99% to 50%).
The graph has three lines:
 Implied probability = 100 x 1/odds
 Actual probability – historic data from the exchange. All the odds that
are offered are listed and a sum of all winners at those prices is
counted and divided by a count of the times that the odds have
occurred.
 Adjusted probability – taking Betfair commission into account.

Please read Peter‟s article for a full description of this graph. But the key
point to observe for the purposes of this article is how closely the actual
probability follows the probability implied by the odds offered. So for our
purposes, this proves that Betfair is “accurate” and that the odds offered
more or less represent the actual chances of the horse winning.
Notice how, when commission is taken into account, the actual probability
tends to run even lower below the probability offered when commission is
taken into account! So even „though the Betfair odds are “accurate” you
will make a slight loss in the long run, due to commission payments. Peter
calculates that, even at minimum Betfair commission level of 2%, you will
make a “net deficit of -0.729% on average, overall, over time.”
His conclusion is: “If your strategy is to make money by backing or laying
something on the basis of "value" the statistics indicate that if you continue
to do this over a long period of time you will likely only match the long
10
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term implied probability. Furthermore because of commission you will likely
lose; the only winner here is the service provider. Therefore the edge in
the market does not belong to either side of the market, but to the betting
exchange in the form of commission.”
“You have to conclude that in general the betting exchanges offer much
better prices for users using broad backing or laying techniques. This
occurs through the efficiency of the market as demonstrated by the fact
that, in general, the implied probability matches the true probability of an
event occurring. However, believing that that better price creates
opportunity for gain by creating value is a false assumption…”
So this research supports point #2 at the start of this week‟s article - On
average we won‟t make a profit either backing or laying, whatever the
price on Betfair
So there we are! Betfair prices appear to be a true reflection of a runner‟s
actual chances. This leaves us with two or three strategies.
Some people believe that, by studying form you can find “value” where a
runner‟s actual chances are better than the odds being offered. Good luck
on that one - if you are using Betfair for your betting!
There is an area where value can be found. Given that the Betfair price is
an “accurate” evaluation of the runner‟s true chances, if you find a Bookie
offering better odds than Betfair, you can assume that the Bookie has
underestimated the runner‟s chances. The price differential gives you
“value” and in the long run will make a profit, given that the Betfair price is
a true probability.
For example, before the US Open Tennis started (on Monday afternoon UK
time) – I checked the odds on the outright men‟s singles title. Betfair had
Andy Murray at 6.40 whereas a major Bookie had his odds at 8.0! - a huge
odds difference. Betfair said his probability of winning was 15.625%, the
Bookie said his probability was only 12.5%
I backed Murray with the Bookie! If you could find enough bets like that,
then over time, on average, you would make a profit. For example with
100 such bets I would win 15.625 times at 8.0 and lose 74.375 times –
giving a profit of +25.00 points.
This was a particularly good difference in price, but I regularly find better
odds with a Bookie than on Betfair. The website www.puntersodds.com
gives you a price comparison chart for Bookie Prices and Exchange prices
for all major events.
A really good time to look for these “value” bets is when the Bookie prices
are first put up. Initially Bookies make their own prices for the event, or
take them from the Racing Post Forecast prices. As time goes on their
prices tend to average out as they balance their books, based upon the
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bets their customers make. Bookies also monitor Betfair, because they
know what this article is telling you. They know that Betfair is “accurate”.
So as the event approaches the off-time, the Bookie odds will more closely
reflect Betfair prices (with their extra “overround” profit, of course).
For horse racing, if you find one of these “value” bets on a horse with a
Best Odds Guaranteed Bookie, then you have an insurance in case the
horse‟s probability of winning reduces, because the “BOG” Bookie will give
you the SP if it is longer than the odds you took at the time of the bet. You
won‟t make a profit, in the long run, with Starting prices, but it will lesson
your losses when a horse‟s probability has decreased, after your bet.
Back to the Murray bet – rather than find 100 similar “value” bets, the
obvious thing for me to do after backing at 8.0 was to lay on Betfair at 6.4.
By doing that I‟ve locked in a profit of 0.34 points if Murray wins this year‟s
open, and a profit of 0.23 points if he loses. If I‟d had more time I could
have optimised the Betfair stake to even the profit on both sides – but I do
have a guaranteed profit whatever happens, with a slight vested interest in
Murray winning! (Gives me a punter‟s interest in his fate).
Of course the prices on Betfair alter as well. If I read Peter‟s article
correctly, I took it to mean he monitored Betfair prices at all times. This
means that at any moment, the odds on Betfair represent a true
probability of the runner‟s chances at that moment. This is quite a
stupendous concept if you think about it!
So Betfair, as well as showing a runner‟s true chances, also shows if the
probability of winning is increasing or decreasing as the event off-time
approaches! This is where trading comes in. But that is a whole other
science and this article has already become too long! LOL!
Suffice it to say that if we watch the changes in Betfair prices, especially
with horse racing, during the Parade and going down to the Start, we can
use Betfair as a predictor, not of the runner‟s chances (that will always be
exactly accurate at any moment) but as a predictor of whether the
probability is going to increase or decrease (odds shorten or lengthen). So
we can trade the prices.
Strategies to beat the book:
1. Back with a Bookie when they have underestimated a runner‟s
chances by setting their odds too high.
2. Back with the Bookie and lay with Betfair when you find such a price
differential.
3. Use Betfair price changes as a trading tool because they will always
(on average) show if a horse‟s chances are increasing or decreasing.
Rich
I am grateful to Peter Webb for his permission to reproduce extracts from
his research. He is the developer of a fantastic piece of software: BetAngel.
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Current Reviews
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
This section gives a quick insight how each review is performing. The data
in Blue is from BettingSystemTruths.com. The data in Dark Violet is from
LayTheOdds.com
Systems: These are a set of rules that are used to make selection criteria.
These rules are hard and fast without room for interpretation or discretion.
Methods or Strategies: These services are based upon loose rules or
advices that are applied, with skill, by the user of the service.
Tips: You receive tips from the service provider of back or lay bets and you
back the tips to the recommended stakes or to level stakes.

ABSX System X-IV

Reviewer Sgt Tommy

Backing Method/Strategy

A terrible week for all selections, but Tommy's method is doing well
Up to day 58

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

All Selections

-77.85

11.31

-88.69

Tommy's Method

8.39

149.55

49.55

See the ABSX System X-IV Review pages here…
See the ABSX System X-IV Sales pages here…

Assured Soccer Profits
Up to Day 2

Reviewer Insp. Rich

This Week

Trading Strategy/Method

Cumulative

P/L

200 Start Bank

P/L

-21.91

178.09

-21.91

See the Assured Soccer Profits Review pages here…
See the Assured Soccer profits Sales pages here…
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Betfair Success Formula

Reviewer Sgt Rich

Laying Method/Strategy

Review suspended until the start of the new football season
Up to day 63

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

0.00

159.64

59.64

See the Betfair Success Formula Review pages here…
See the Betfair Success Formula Sales pages here…

Betting Pro Trades

Reviewer Insp. Stuart

Trading Tips

Nothing reported this week
Up to day 7

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£2,000 Start Bank

P/L

0.00

1,925.75

-74.25

See the Betting Pro Trades Review pages here…
See the Betting Pro Trades Sales pages here…

Betting Profits

Reviewer Sgt Rich

Backing System

Review suspended until the start of the new football season
Up to day 57
Soccer System

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

1000 point Start Bank

P/L

0.00

1,446.62

446.62

See the Betting Profits Review pages here…
See the Betting Profits Sales pages here…

Betting Tips UK
Up to day 11
Soccer System

Reviewer Sgt Rob
This Week

Backing Tips Service

Cumulative

P/L

20 point Start Bank

P/L

-0.77

17.27

-2.73

See the Betting Tips UK Review pages here…
See the Betting Tips UK Sales pages here…
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Bonus Bagging

Reviewer Insp. Magnifique

Free Bet Alerts

Nothing reported this week
Up to week 7

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£250 Start Bank

P/L

0.00

619.30

369.30

See the Bonus Baging Review pages here…
See the Bonus Bagging Sales pages here…

Expected Winners

Reviewer Insp. John

Back & Lay Tipping Service

Nothing reported this week
Up to day 27

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

Main Back Bets

0.00

56.27

-43.73

Main Lay Bets

0.00

96.73

-3.27

Main E/W Bets

0.00

76.63

-23.37

Main Naps

0.00

97.27

-2.73

Greyhound Back

0.00

80.77

-19.23

Greyhound Lay

0.00

175.85

75.85

Additional Bets

0.00

113.59

13.59

Totals

0.00

697.11

-2.89

See the Expected Winners Review pages here…
See the expected Winners Sales pages here…

Football Filter Premium

Reviewer Insp. DJ

Software Tipping Service

Nothing reported this week
Up to week 1

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

50 point Start Bank

P/L

Original Trixie

0.00

47.92

-2.08

Special Trixie

0.00

47.11

-2.89

See the Football Filter Premium Review pages here…
See the Football Filter Premium Sales pages here…
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Football Formula

Reviewer Insp. John

Backing Tips Service

A good start
Up to day 18

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

300 point Start Bank

P/L

7.70

330.06

30.06

See the Football Formula Review pages here…
See the Football Formula Sales pages here…

Football Power Betting

Reviewer Sgt Lucian

Betting Software

Nothing reported this week.
Up to week 1

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

1,000 point Start Bank

P/L

Perms

0.00

950.00

-50.00

Correct Score

0.00

950.00

-50.00

Covered

0.00

1,021.00

21.00

See the Football Power Betting Review pages here…
See the Football Power Betting Sales pages here…

Full Time Betting Income
Up to Day 87

Reviewer Sgt Tony

This Week

Laying System

Cumulative

P/L

200 point Start Bank

P/L

6.72

136.73

-63.27

See the Full Time Betting Income Review pages here…
See the Full Time Betting Income pages here…

Laying Summer Profits
Up to Day 87

Reviewer Sgt Tony

This Week

Laying System

Cumulative

P/L

£2000 Start Bank

P/L

-167.00

1,866.00

-134.00

See the Laying Summer Profits Review pages here…
See the Laying Summer Profits Sales pages here…
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Magic Racing Bot

Reviewer Insp. Lucien

Bot Laying Service

Another bad week
Up to day 50

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

75 point Start Bank

P/L

-12.36

82.74

7.74

See the Magic Racing Bot Review pages here…
See the Magic Racing Bot Sales pages here…

Major League Profits
Up to week 11

Reviewer Insp. Lucien

This Week

Backing Tips Service

Cumulative

P/L

20 point Start Bank

P/L

-2.84

25.96

5.96

See the Major League Profits Review pages here…
See the Major League Profits Sales pages here…

NFL Betting System
Up to day 6

Reviewer Insp. DJ

This Week

Backing Tips Service

Cumulative

P/L

1000 point Start Bank

P/L

79.00

1,079.00

79.00

See the NFL Betting System Review pages here…
See theNFL Betting System Sales pages here…

Pro Betfair Trading
Up to day 55

Reviewer Insp. Rich

This Week

Trading Strategy/Method

Cumulative

P/L

500 points Start Bank

P/L

9.96

537.55

37.55

See the Pro Betfair Trading Review pages here…
See the Pro Betfair Trading Sales pages here…
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Profitable Lays

Reviewer Insp. DJ

Up to day 47 This Week

Laying System

Cumulative

P/L

100 points Start Bank

P/L

-7.51

98.14

-1.86

See the Profitable Lays Review pages here…
See the Profitable Lays Sales pages here…

Racing Profits

Reviewer Insp. Magnifique

Place Backing System

Following up to two qualifiers per day
Up to day 26 This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 points Start Bank

P/L

-3.00

98.02

-1.98

See the Racing Profits Review pages here…
See the Racing Profits Sales pages here…

Rebel Betting

Reviewer Sgt Rich

Up to day 39 This Week

Automated Method/Strategy

Cumulative

P/L

2000 point Start Bank

P/L

26.38

2,705.77

705.77

See the RebelBetting Review pages here…
See the RebelBetting Sales pages here…

Sprint Lay Expert

Reviewer Sgt Tony

Laying System

A good week again
Up to day 146 This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£1,000 Start Bank

P/L

95.00

2,591.00

1,591.00

See the Sprint Lay Expert Review pages here…
See the Sprint Lay Expert Sales pages here…
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Sprinter Lays
Up to day 81

Reviewer Insp. Lee

This Week

Lay Tipping Service

Cumulative

P/L

75 points Start Bank

P/L

-7.53

72.02

-2.98

See the Sprinter Lays Review pages here…
See the Sprinter Lays Sales pages here…

Tandem Lays
Up to day 6

Reviewer Insp. Magnifique

This Week

Laying Tips & System

Cumulative

P/L

500 pts Start Bank each

P/L

Tandem Lays (Tips)

-19.55

480.45

-19.55

No. 1 Lays (System)

2.85

502.85

2.85

See the Tandem Lays Review pages here…
See the Tandem Lays Sales pages here…

The Betplan

Reviewer Insp. Adrian

Backing Tips Service

A great start! There are now 2 reports using 5% stakes
Up to day 12

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

1000 points Start Bank

P/L

Early Odds

1,499.39

2,499.39

1,499.39

SP

1,215.08

2,215.08

1,215.08

See the Betplan Review pages here…
See the Betplan Sales pages here…

The Horse That Should Win
Up to day 5

Reviewer Sgt Lucian

This Week

Back and Lay Tipping Service

Cumulative

P/L

1000 point Start Bank

P/L

3.30

1,003.30

3.30

See the Horse That Should Win Review pages here…
See the Horse That Should Win Sales pages here…
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The Killer Instinct
Up to day 34

Reviewer Sgt Karl

This Week

Lay Tipping Service

Cumulative

P/L

300 point Start Bank

P/L

-16.35

316.15

16.15

See the Killer Instinct Review pages here…
See the Killer Instinct Sales pages here…

The Legacy & Saver System

Reviewer Sgt Jon

Two Backing Systems

Two separate systems
Up to day 89

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

-0.82

103.71

3.71

See the Legacy and Saver Review pages here…
See the Legacy and Saver Sales pages here…

The Low Lay
Up to day 73

Reviewer Sgt Rich

This Week

Laying Tipping Service

Cumulative

P/L

20 point Start Bank

P/L

2.75

14.88

-5.12

See the Low Lay Review pages here…
See the Low Lay Sales pages here…

Tips for Betting
Up to day 70

Reviewer Insp. Tony

This Week

Tennis Tipping Service

Cumulative

P/L

100 points Start Bank

P/L

5.36

109.85

9.85

See the Tips for Betting Review pages here…
See The Tips for Betting Sales pages here…
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Turf Wars Review #2

Reviewer Insp. Karl

Backing Tipping Service

This is being tested again for the new soccer season
Up to day 16

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

150 points Start Bank

P/L

54.50

144.50

-5.50

See the Turf Wars Review pages here…
See The Turf Wars Sales pages here…

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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League Table of Current Reviews
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
A reasonable way of comparing the performance of systems is to work out
the profit (or loss) as a percentage of the starting bank. Obviously this
table doesn‟t replace reading the reviews, because profit as %age of bank
is not the only factor in judging a system. Nevertheless, it is a valid at-aglance way of bringing the mass of data together.
I‟ve colour coded the reviews that are the currently most successful, with
the colour of their profitability graph to make them easier to spot. Some of
the suspended reviews have been taken off the graph.
I owe you an apology this week. The Killer Instinct was incorrectly reported
on the league table. An undetected gremlin had crept into my spread
sheet. Last week, the profit should have been reported at 10.83% and it
should have been #10 in the table. This week, the profit is 5.38% and it is
#15 in the table.
Betplan now has two reports for the 5% ratchet system at SP and at Early
Odds – both doing fantastically well!

Start
Bank

Total
Profit
/Loss

Profit as
%age of
Bank

Sprint Lay Expert

1000

1591.00

159.10%

1

1

The BetPlan Early Odds

1000

1499.39

149.94%

4

2

Bonus Bagging

250

369.30

147.72%

2

3

The Betplan SP

1000

1215.08

121.51%

4

4

Betfair Success Formula

100

59.64

59.64%

3

5

ABSX Tommy's Method

100

49.55

49.55%

7

6

Betting Profits Soccer

1000

446.62

44.66%

5

7

RebelBetting

2000

705.77

35.29%

8

8

Major League Profits

20

5.96

29.80%

6

9

Magic Racing Bot

75

7.74

10.32%

9

10

Football Formula

300

30.06

10.02%

11

11

Tips for Betting

100

9.85

9.85%

16

12

NFL Betting System

1000

79.00

7.90%

N/A

13

Pro Betfair Trading

500

37.55

7.51%

14

14

The Killer Instinct

300

16.15

5.38%

10

15

The Legacy & Saver System

100

3.71

3.71%

15

16

Football Power Betting – Covered

1000

21.00

2.10%

17

17

Tandem Lays – No.1 Lays

500

2.85

0.57%

N/A

18

The Horse That Should Win

1000

3.30

0.33%

N/A

36

System
Reviewed

Position Position
Last
This
Week
Week
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Expected Winners

700

-2.89

-0.41%

21

19

Profitable Lays

100

-1.86

-1.86%

13

20

Racing Profits

100

-1.98

-1.98%

20

21

Turf Wars

150

-5.50

-3.67%

31

22

Betting Pro Trades

2000

-74.25

-3.71%

22

23

Tandem Lays

500

-19.55

-3.91%

N/A

24

Sprinter Lays
Football Filter Premium – Original
Trixie
Football Power Betting – Correct
Score
Football Power Betting – Perms
Football Filter Premium – Special
Trixie
Laying Summer Profits

75

-2.98

-3.97%

12

25

50

-2.08

-4.16%

23

26

1000

-50.00

-5.00%

24

27

1000

-50.00

-5.00%

25

28

50

-2.89

-5.78%

26

29

2000

-134.00

-6.70%

18

30

Assured Soccer Profits

300

-21.91

-7.30%

19

31

Betting Tips UK

20

-2.73

-13.65%

27

32

The Low Lay

20

-5.12

-25.60%

30

33

Full Time Betting Income

200

-63.27

-31.64%

29

34

ABSX All Selections

100

-88.69

-88.69%

28

35

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Profitability Graph
Here is a graph of the profit being made by the front-runners as a
percentage of their starting bank. This gives a week by week comparative
view of their progress.
It gives a representation of the volatility or dependability of each system.
Ideally we would want a graph that increased each week by roughly the
same amount. If a system or tipping service could produce that, then we
would really have a winning review!

Profit as a %age of starting bank
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Admin Announcement –
Fannetastic Football
26th August 2011
Hello everyone,
Gordon here, I would like to tell you about a friend of mine called Matt
Hodder. Unfortunately, Matt lost his mother Anne to cancer. So he decided
that in her memory he would start a Football service to raise money for
cancer charities.
And so Fannetastic Football was launched.
I followed the selections from Matts service personally for most of last
season, all his selections are on the under/over 2.5goals market, and I
made a decent profit. So far this season, in the first 2 weekends he has
been on fire!
Now, Matt has asked us here at BST and LTO if we could help him and his
charitable works, by offering our readers a special deal. The deal is this.
Subscribe to Matts service and receive all his selections absolutely free
until the end of October. If you like what you see, it will cost just £5 per
month to continue receiving the selections, by email, 7 days a week if
selections are made.
I should point out this is most certainly not a “bells and Whistles” service,
more like ” belt and braces”, there is no Fancy website, no sales page, no
Paypal or anything like like, Matt will supply you with his bank account
details if you wish to become a paying subscriber, then you simply transfer
£5 to his account each month.
If you would like to give it a try, and why wouldnt you?, simply follow the
link below. This link I hasten to add is NOT an affiliate link, there is
absolutely nothing in this for us, we are simply trying to help someone do
something good in memory of their Mother, and if we can help our readers
along the way, then so much the better.
So, here is the link:
[http://www.bettingsystemprofits.com/fannetastic.html]
We wish Matt every success with this service, and hope that he can raise
plenty of money for charity.
Thanks everyone, Gordon
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Next Week & Signing Off
This is Rich signing off. Remember to read the full blogger‟s review for
anything that interests you at http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/, and
http://laytheodds.com so that you can get a feel for how the service pans
out on a day by day basis. Look out for the next BST newsletter in your emails on September 7th. Until then, here‟s to successful punting.
Regards
Rich
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